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ADVERTISING INFORMATION

We thought the title of this article and the next four in this series, would grab your attention.
Yes, it’s true. For a very brief moment in history there were not three but eight SOT categories.
The year was 1970. In the 1969 manual, the three categories were discussed. Yet the eight
category system was gone and forgotten by the 1971 manual. (1), (2), (3)
How then did the situation arise where 5 areas of SOT study were elevated to category status
only to see them relegated to the second division the following year? It wasn’t that these
subjects were unimportant, as you will see by the titles, but that in reality, they slotted into
the three categories of the contemporary classification which over time has proven to be quite
an adequate framework.
The five extra 1970 category listings are show in Table 1, below:
CATEGORY IV

Occipital Fibre Analysis

CATEGORY V

Trapezius Fibre Analysis

CATEGORY VI

Anterior Vertebral Subluxation

CATEGORY VII

The Oblique Sacrum

CATEGORY VIII

Occipito-Atlantal Syndrome

To give you a brief preview of coming attractions, first, the occipital analysis will be the subject
of this article. The Trapezius fibre analysis will include some work of Dr David Denton and may
require two “Expression” articles. The Anterior vertebral subluxations topic has been partially
covered in “The anterior thoracic technique and SOT” (Expression, Autumn 2007) so we will limit
our discussion in that article to lumbar and cervical involvement. The Oblique sacrum concerns
the true short leg and how it affects the functional short leg that we experience with the three
categories and last topic, the Occipito-atlantal syndrome is a subject that is woven into the
fabric of all three categories of the current scene.
As you can see these topics are not merely being presented for their historical value but are
currently applicable and will be described in the continuing theme and style of this article series,
that being, information of practical use, hopefully adding to your understanding of SOT that you
have gleaned from our SOTO Australasia seminar series attendance.
The historical account of the Occipital fibre analysis is most important as it is a key factor in
the development of De Jarnette’s enquiry into the nervous system which has become SOT, so
let us get started.
Historical Perspective
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As SOTO Australasia members you will recognize the source of many of the following facts as
being the “history section” which is found at the front of your seminar manuals (4). To give you
a thumbnail sketch summary, De Jarnette’s techniques class lecturer at the Nebraska College
in 1924, Dr Carl Hawkins, had taught that the occipital condyle subluxation was very important
(5). De Jarnette stated that he noticed while palpating the occipital condyles that he would
consistently find painful fibres on other areas of the occipital bone. By 1930, he came to
realize that no mention of occipital fibres was made in any written treatise. Around this time
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT – DR BRETT HOULDEN

W

elcome to the winter 2007 newsletter. What a wonderful time it is in Chiropractic, and
especially in SOT. We as a profession remain on the cutting edge of where I think the world
is moving towards, let us hold our ground, and continue to move forward as we have done
for many years. The world is getting closer to where we are already. We can continue to lead our
communities to a state of knowledge and better health, we already have the tools.
Keep honing your skills, refresh the basics and continue to add to your tools, practice, practice,
practice. How long since you have done the basic series??? A review every few years keeps me
on track, I’m sure it would assist you too. The advanced work keeps coming to Australia, this year we are fortunate
to have one of the masters of Sutural SOT Craniopathy at our disposal at the Gold Coast in October, come along.
He will run you through the basics of Sutural, as he was taught by DeJarnette, as well as bringing his own version of
Iso-cranial “Globa Torque Technique”, “Assisted Iso-cranial Technique” and “Iso-cranial Transorbital/Maxillofacial/TMJ
Technique” just to mention a few. It should be a marvelous seminar. It will also be our AGM, so come along and have
your say on how this organization should be run.
It continues to be my honour to serve you,
Enthusiastically yours,
lden

u
Brett Ho

C A T E G O R Y F O U R ? – O C C I P I T A L A N A LY S I S c o n t ’ d . . .
De Jarnette had only one occipital line and working with
Bings Laws of ascention he mapped out the interconnectedness between dorsal and lumbar sensory fibres and
the nature of their reflex to occipital, cervical and sacral
segments.
By 1949, the three separate occipital lines were described
and it wasn’t realized fully that line 2 concerned the viscera
until 1953 and that line 3 concerned structural changes in
the tissues collagen makeup until 1955. Whereas visceral
techniques were discussed by De Jarnette as early as the
mid 1930s, in Bloodless Surgery texts, the CMRT work, as
we know it today, was first described and published as
such in 1966 and most of the visceral techniques taught
currently are sourced from the CMRT 1981 update (6). That
De Jarnette felt strongly about the occipital lines and fibres
is evident. One can sense the disappointment he experienced with some in the chiropractic profession when he wrote
that: “Doctors will spend months learning acupuncture
points when in reality what they need to know and understand is the occipital defensive fibre (another De Jarnette
statement is: the occipital fibre is ‘defensive’, the trapezius
fibre is ‘reactive’ which will be discussed in greater detail
in the cat 5 article) which is your body’s way of telling you
what the problem is, where it is located and its connection
to the course of innervation” (7).
Discussion
Two aspects of SOT, which we learned as rules in the early
1980s, were: rule 1 – you don’t mix the categories and
rule 2 – you don’t add “this and that” to your procedure.

The first rule meant you didn’t add a
few moves from the Category III procedures thrown together with some
Category II stuff and next visit, check
the dollar and crest signs – that is
you didn’t do this unless you wanted a
real mess. The second rule, which was
De Jarnette
drilled into us by Drs Parker, Bastian,
Power and Power, Postles, MacPherson, Leyonhjelm and Co
(early SOTO A/Asia instructors) was aimed at the overzealous chiropractor; to discourage him or her from doing
as many different adjustments as they had learned at
college or seminars, thus complicating the Category III or II
– also resulting in a real mess.
So how does the Occipital analysis fit into the SOT
framework of Categories? The Occipital fibre system is
specifically compatible to the category one. Its relationship to the category two is less pronounced yet with a
Category II patient who is non-responsive, with continual
upper fosse failure despite all efforts, you may find it
worthwhile to turn your patient prone find a line 1 fibre
that is reactive, swollen and painful and neutralize it.
Occipital fibre systems relationship to Category three may
be more direct as many so-called symptomatically involved
sciaticas and neuralgias are related reflexly to a diseased
viscus.
In reading this section on the Categories, the curious
reader may wonder what would be their findings if they
Article continued on Page 4
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FROM THE EDITOR’S PEN
Dear SOT colleagues,
Last year I was fortunate enough to be able to attend the SOT Homecoming Week long seminar in
Omaha Nebraska. This was my second visit since graduating 11 years ago and for those uninitiated
with this event I recommend a visit at least once to experience the passion and love and knowledge
these founding SOTers have and give. Six or seven concurrent rooms run for five days, teaching
everything from the basic categories series to cutting edge cranials and newly developed techniques. Lecturers such as Marc Pick, Steve Williams, John Howat, Joe Unger, our own Brett Houlden,
and loads more present each year! This year it will be held in St Louis for the first time and starts
October 3. Dr Dan Madock, a stand-out Omaha presenter in 2006, will be presenting at our Annual
Convention this year so put it in the diary now!
Yours in health,

Darren

SOTO STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS
The recipients of this year’s scholarships were:
Macquarie Uni – President of SOT Club Natasha Sharp and 2 half scholarships
were awarded to Ivo Ahlquist (4th Year Student) and Matthew Vogt (4th year?)
RMIT – President of the SOT Club Sarah McLinden (3rd Year) and 2 half
scholarships were awarded to Julie Kendall (4th Year) and Bayden McKenzie
(3rd Year).
To be eligible for next year’s scholarships please send in writing to the President
or your student S.O.T. Club or the SOTO Coordinator why you should be chosen
for the scholarship.

OUR CURRENT SOTOA LOCUMS
LISA BARDY

0412 301 465 lisabardy@hotmail.com

JONATHAN BLEIER

SE QLD 0401 082 215 chirojb@gmail.com

JASON HENDERSON

0432 276 856 thenewfarmer@hotmail.com

DAMIAN LAWGUN

QLD, VIC, NSW 0424 327 875 dlawgun@gmail.com

JONATHAN LUBETZKY VIC, QLD, NSW, SA 0401 038 871 jlubetzky@gmail.com
FELICITY MAITLAND

SA, VIC, QLD, NSW 0409 719 875 fmaitland@bigpond.com

KARISSA MILNE

0429 621 320 karissagay@big.net.au

MARCUS SOANE

0429 625 615

BRIONY TEMPLER

0419 517 860 btempler@hotmail.com
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C A T E G O R Y F O U R ? – O C C I P I T A L A N A LY S I S c o n t ’ d . . .
did do an occipital analysis on a newly arrived Category II
patient. The Category II is likely to have multiple fibres
present and active due to the involvement of liver, pancreas, spleen, stomach and yes you could get lost in the
maze of these if you just jumped straight in. Your priority
is to stabilize the Category II, allow those 42 days for the
stabilization, start checking your crests and dollars, base
plus and minus and then you will have arrived. Years ago,
we heard Dr Joe Flescia of Renaissance talk about the
“Onion skin” effect of Chiropractic adjustments. As the
patient moves forward with their Chiropractic course
of care new underlying things are discovered. (For newer
graduates, Renaissance was started in the 1970s and was
the forerunner to Quest – an educational alliance of Drs
Guy Riekeman and Joe Flescia who did much to move
chiropractic out of the “why should I go to a Chiropractor,
I don’t have a bad back? And further, “why should I come
back to a Chiropractor, my back feels better?” mentality.
No truer is the onion skin effect the case than in an SOT
practice. Your ‘occipital fibres’ and the time to examine
them is with Category I, likewise cranial work save for the
sutural work of Category II. De Jarnette named the time to
check the occipital fibres the “fourth block technique visit”
and this was done on day ten in cat 1 protocol (8).
Occipital Lines
The three lines of the occiput had been designated different names by the late 1940s. Thus line one is termed the
cerebrospinal fluid line, which indicates any interference
to the normal flow and pressure of the cerebro spinal
fluid which has reflexed to one of the seven areas on each
side of the superior occiput, fourteen areas in total the
presentation of such is dependent on the level of the fluid
interference.
The thing to know about line one fibres is that they are
always present, that is, unlike lines two and three which
have no normal fibre formations. That is to say, that fibres
felt on lines two and three are formed upon reflex action,
line 1 fibres can always be felt which makes them good
starting points for the work.
Line two is designated the Viscus reflex line and this line
will exhibit a raised and painful fibre when a specific viscus
is delivering an over abundance of sensory impulses to the
spinal cord at that involved level.
Line three is the Structural line and becomes involved
when any of the tissues of the body undergo pathological
changes due to any cause (9). In more detail...
Line 1 Mechanism
Any irritation within the meninges will excite the nervous
system connected to that part and will then reflexly affect
the occipital aponeurotic tissues as those tissues relate
to the Golgi tendon organ muscle protective mechanism.

Occipital line one does contain fourteen aponeurotic fibres, seven on each side from the temporal mastoid suture
groove to the lateral nuchal border. The fibres are sensitive
to any reflex affecting the pressure of the cerebrospinal
fluid at the levels of the thoracic or lumbar spine.
Although Occipital fibres 1 to 7 relate to cervical levels
1 to 7 it must be remembered that the stair stepping and
rocking procedures are the cervical methods of choice.
De Jarnette proposed the mechanism that the cervical
spine disrelationships were one of over motion, thus the
constructive application of compressing the pre and post
zygapophyseal joints and shortening of the posterior
ligament proves to be beneficial clinically.
In our last article in this series, anterior thoracic subluxation, we made mention of the impossibility of the thoracic
vertebrae subluxated in a true anterior position and that
the palpated or observed dishing was either an extension
malposition and fixation (Fligg) or a rotary inferiority
combination (Pettibon). De Jarnette’s line 1 vertebral
malposition is one that has not developed to this extent
biomechanically but is a slight flexion or extension that
causes cerebrospinal fluid pooling at that level. (Perhaps a
future article could be written on the differing mechanisms
of the vasomotor subluxation, trapezius analysis adjustment, anterior dorsal and the articular subluxation).

SOT EQUIPMENT
STANDARD COLOURS:
GREY AND BURGUNDY
PRICES QUOTED ARE SOTOA
MEMBER PRICES
SOT SET (Blocks, Pelvic
Board and Sternal Roll)

$180

ADULT BLOCKS

$99

SOT PELVIC BOARD

$70

STERNAL ROLL

$40

SOT BLOCKS CHILD

$75

ANTERIOR
DORSAL BLOCK

$35

FOOTROLL DUTCHMAN

$83
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C A T E G O R Y F O U R ? – O C C I P I T A L A N A LY S I S c o n t ’ d . . .
Line 2 Mechanism

Line 3 Mechanism

If that “tippage mechanism” that is a line 1 fibre involvement is not corrected by the spinal pump procedure the
involved vertebral level will either become arthritic or rotate.
Muscle response at the involved segmental level is such
that it contracts excessively unilaterally causing the rotation. That the line 2 is visceral involvement and involves
the sympathetic through the rami communicantes is seen
in that the reflex is of far greater intensity than would be
a muscle reflex. A cord impulse is then extended into the
cervical column of a greater intensity than the one producing the original occipital area swelling and we now have an
extension of the fibre formation into a line two. (In accordance with this articles title ‘Category IV’ and a naming
system which would have become unwieldy, De Jarnette
also had a system of A, B and C fibres in the 1950s thus
a line 1, type C fibre, a line 2, type B fibre and a line 3,
type C fibre – too complicated, much easier to say a line 2
fibre 5). The line 2 of course is the indicator for the
chiropractic Manipulative Reflex Technique work.

Whereas the line 2 we could say involves a situation of
a viscus bordering on pathology, line 3 is indicative of the
full-blown pathological changes in the organ innervated
from that vertebral segment (10).
Practical Application
Two aspects of Occipital fibre analysis are very useful in
learning the work, the banjo strings analogy and the use
of a foot long plastic ruler (11). Each in turn.
The Banjo Strings
The occipital fibre formation on the left and right would be
comparable to two seven string Banjos. You could identify
the position of each string by finger touch. This is true of
the occipital fibres. Use the nail points of the index finger
to explore line one and the nail points of the middle fingers
to hold line two. Each is done at the same time. When
your index finger locates that painful fibre on line one, it

Calendar of Events 2007
July 6 & 7

Article continued on Page 6

For
those of

Cranial Session – Melbourne

you who
haven’t

July 7 & 8

Introduction & Categories Session, NZCC, Auckland, New Zealand

attended
a series in a

July
27 & 28

Cranial Session – Melbourne

August
10 – 12

Combined CMRT / Cranial Session, Perth
NB Venue – Novotel Langley, Perth

August
25 & 26

Combined CMRT / Cranial Session, NZCC, Auckland, New Zealand

October 26

Certification Examinations
Surfers Paradise Marriott Resort & Spa, Gold Coast

while, WHY NOT
REFRESH YOUR
cranial skills in
time to attend
this year’s
Annual
Convention &
AGM at the Gold
Coast. See the

October
27 & 28

SOTO Australasia Annual Convention
Surfers Paradise Marriott Resort & Spa, Gold Coast

October 27

SOTO Australasia Annual General Meeting
Surfers Paradise Marriott Resort & Spa, Gold Coast

dates on the
left and contact
the Co-ordinator.
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C A T E G O R Y F O U R ? – O C C I P I T A L A N A LY S I S c o n t ’ d . . .
is then easier to move that finger inferior onto line two, following the fibre, you
just located, and test it for a modulation. If this fibre extends one quarter inch
inferior it will be on line two. The line one fibre extending to line two is simply a
larger fibre than would be one which did not include line two, but was exclusive to
line one. The index fingers do the fibre search. The middle fingers keep the skin
tight so you do not lose your position when the index fingers move to the next fibre
space. Should this same fibre be longer than that one quarter of an inch then it is
extending further and probably will end up as a line three. This is all very complex.
But so is the lack of ease, or dis-ease.
The One Foot Ruler
Using a foot ruler with elevated marking is an ideal way to train your index finger
to detect the involved occipital fibre. The quarter inch marks are longer than
the sixteenth inch marks, so they represent line two while the smaller elevations
represent occipital line one.

“What you do
by use of
the occipital
analysis can be
the most
important step

Conclusion

you take in

That the topic of Occipital palpation and fibre analysis which De Jarnette
commenced in 1930, after finding and reviewing his Dr Hawkins class notes,
remained of interest to him throughout his clinical years is contained in his 1981
statement that:

chiropractic
care...”

“What you do by use of the occipital analysis can be the most important step you
take in chiropractic care, when what you do is predicated on sound and thorough
pelvic block procedure”... Occipital palpation is a task requiring patience, practice
and understanding. The more you practice, the greater your understanding.
The final word on the subject from De Jarnette (12):
“The chiropractors who do not learn occipital analysis will not ever learn the kind
of chiropractic that will survive.” We take it that he would have wished that the
work be continued to be applied by SOT practitioners. We look forward to your
company at this year’s CMRT seminars.
Peter J. Kyneur – Toronto, Newcastle NSW
John S. Kyneur – Haberfield, Sydney NSW
References:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

De Jarnette MB; Sacro Occipital Technic 1969
De Jarnette MB; Sacro Occipital Technic 1970
De Jarnette MB; Sacro Occipital Technic 1971
Parker K. (Editor); SOTO Australasia Manual 2007
De Jarnette MB; The history of SOT, first edition, 1958
De Jarnette MB; CMRT 1981
De Jarnette MB; Sacro Occipital Technic 1984
De Jarnette MB; Sacro Occipital Technic 1970
De Jarnette MB; Sacro Occipital Technic 1957
De Jarnette MB; Sacro Occipital Technic 1970
De Jarnette MB; Sacro Occipital Technic 1984
De Jarnette MB; Philosophy Science and Art of SOT 1981

Welcome
SOTOA New Members:
Wendy Hickleton
Artarmon, Sydney NSW
Meghan Keleher
3rd Year, Murdoch
Timothy Mannes
5th Year, RMIT
William Farrell
4th Year, Macquarie University
Jennifer Cook
3rd Year, Murdoch
Richard Lee
5th Year, Murdoch
Dean Rhodes
Kyeemagh NSW
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ANNUAL CONVENTION
& SOTOA AGM
At the beautiful Surfers Paradise
Marriott Resort & Spa, Gold Coast
October 27 & 28, 2007
Dr. Dan Madock from the US will be presenting Cranial Suturals & Cranial ISO Suturals as well as
Dr. Brett Houlden (SOTOA president) presenting TMJ Techniques. Costs still are $550 for members.
Saturday October 27 (9 – 5pm) and Sunday October 28 (9-1pm).
The SOTO Australasia AGM will be at approx 6pm Saturday October 27 followed by cocktails –
More notification of this will be out soon. We would love to see you there!
This is an opportunity to combine a great seminar and to enjoy Queensland’s beautiful weather.
Why not bring along your family and friends and extend your stay!

SOT CERTIFICATION
EXAMINATIONS
Surfers Paradise Marriott Resort
& Spa, Gold Coast
October 26, 2007 – From 2pm
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Locums Available
Locum/Associate available in Sydney. 2005 graduate. Techniques include: SOT, NET, AK, Acup, Diversified, TRT. Please contact
Luke on 0403 947 063.
Dr. Brett Hill available as a locum Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday mornings in Adelaide and surrounds. I utilise SOT, activator, drop
piece, diversified and a little NET. Phone 0400 126 856 or (08) 8390 0219
Dedicated SOT locum available from July 2007. Melb metro preferred, but also VIC, QLD, SA, NSW. Associate and locum experienced.
Primary technique: skilled in SOT, activator, diversified, drop, upper cervical and low force techniques. NZCC graduate. Contact
Jonathan Lubetzky by mobile 0401 038 871 or email jlubetzky@gmail.com
Dedicated SOT locum available September 2007. Metro Melbourne, VIC and SA. 2004 NZCC Graduate, Associate and extensive
experience in Aust & NZ. Skilled in various low force manual techniques, activator, diversified and NET. Long and short term locums
available. Damian Lawgun 0424 327 875 or dlawgun@gmail.com

Positions/Associates Wanted
Associate required for our expanding SOT / Upper Cervical practice at Haberfield. A sound understanding of SOT and interest in upper
cervical adjustments would be an advantage. Enquiries to Gabriella at gabriellak@ozemail.com.au or (02) 9799 9995.
Female Associate Needed. At beautiful Bribie Island, South East Qld. Must have SOT and Cranial experience with at least 5 years
experience. Position available is in a multi-practitioner centre for chiropractor wanting to work 2 days per week and also able to cover
extra shifts if needed. Contact Barbara (07) 3408 6700 or bribiechiro@aapt.net.au
Associate required in a busy SOT practice, in Mount Gambier, to replace the current associate who is leaving to travel. This will suit
someone who wants to be busy, have fun and adjust families, pregnant mums and babies. Required to start September 2007.
Please contact Liana after hours on (08) 8725 6291.
An excellent opportunity exists in our busy family wellness practice in Sale, Victoria. One of our current associates is finishing in June
to travel O/S and will handover a patient base of 90 – 100 ppw. Excellent support and mentoring in a well established practice with
flexible working hours and conditions. Techniques utilised are S.O.T, Manual and Activator. Contact Dr’s. Jason & Meaghan McMillan.
Mobile 0412 606 657 Email mcmchiro@bigpond.net.au
Associate required Queensland. An energetic associate dedicated to Chiropractic Care is required at our family orientated clinic located
on the Gold Coast. You will join 2 other full-time practitioners in a clinic bursting with patients!! Contact Gill 0412 963 106 or
asi@smartchat.net.au.

Practice For Sale
Indulge your passion for Chiropractic and Life – Own your Own Practice Now! • Busy SOT Practice overflowing with Generations of
Patients: Children, Families and extended Community. • Established over 25 years with steady growth yet potential to expand further
– the Affordable Opportunity of a Lifetime. • Highly visible & easily accessible excellent CBD location in City of Mount Gambier,
epicentre of South East S.A. • Fantastic Staff dedicated to Optimal Chiropractic Care utilising simple systems that work. • Two
Practitioner Practice or solo – you choose. Secure long term Lease. Transition assistance available. Region rich in fantastic diversity
of National Parks, beaches, rivers & lakes, fabulous fishing, endless recreation, award-winning wineries, culture and history. Why not
combine a Tree Change with a Sea Change for the Best of Both Worlds!!! Contact kirocentr@bigpond.com or phone 0417 804 741

SOTO AUSTRALASIA

SOTO CO-ORDINATOR &
SOT SUPPLIES
AVERIL CREBBIN
PO BOX 276, WOOMBYE QLD 4559
Ph/Fax: (07) 5442 3322
Email: sotoa@bigpond.com

